What you see is what you get: contextual modulation of face scanning in typical and atypical development
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Infants’ visual scanning of social scenes is influenced by both exogenously and endogenously driven shifts of attention. We manipulate these factors by contrasting individual infants’ distribution of visual attention to the eyes relative to the mouth when viewing complex dynamic scenes with multiple communicative signals (e.g. peek-a-boo), relative to the same infant viewing simpler scenes where only single features move (moving eyes, mouth and hands). We explore the relationship between context-dependent scanning patterns and later social and communication outcomes in two groups of infants, with and without familial risk for autism. Our findings suggest that in complex scenes requiring more endogenous control of attention, increased scanning of the mouth region relative to the eyes at 7 months is associated with superior expressive language (EL) at 36 months. This relationship holds even after controlling for outcome group. In contrast, in simple scenes where only the mouth is moving, those infants, irrespective of their group membership, who direct their attention to the repetitive moving feature, i.e. the mouth, have poorer EL at 36 months. Taken together, our findings suggest that scanning of complex social scenes does not begin as strikingly different in those infants later diagnosed with autism.
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Human infant’s preferential attention to socially relevant information, such as faces from a very early age has been the focus of several theoretical models of typical and atypical development (Johnson et al., 2005). Manipulation of stimuli presented in various studies has allowed further specification of the key characteristics of faces preferentially attracting attention (Farroni et al., 2006). These preferences are robust in the face of manipulation of low-level perceptual, e.g. contrast polarity, illumination and motion features of the scenes. Infant eye-tracking studies demonstrated that infants under 2 months tend to fixate mainly around the edge of the face (Maurer and Salapatek, 1976; Haith et al., 1977). From 2 months, and similarly among adults (Yarbus, 1967), infants begin to fixate on the internal features of the face, such as eyes and mouth. Infants as young as 6 weeks show a strong preference for the internal features of the face when they are watching their mother’s face that demonstrate highly communicative expression, such as maintained eye contact, smiling, speaking in infant-directed speech and nodding (Hunnius and Geuze, 2004). It has also been suggested that infants’ preferential tracking of the eyes relative to the mouth is reflective of different language acquisition milestones, with interest to the mouth in dynamic scenes being strongest between 4 and 8 months (Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift, 2012).

Our primary aim in this study is to investigate the origins, and the later developmental consequences of variability in face scanning both in typical and atypical development. Our approach builds on a number of eye-tracking studies of scanning of social stimuli in individuals with autism spectrum disorders (henceforth, autism or ASD). Atypical use of eye contact to regulate social interaction is among the defining clinical features of autism. An influential claim in this area has been that differences in scanning of social scenes reflect, or may indeed lead to, the range of social and communication impairments characterizing the condition. For example, some eye-tracking studies have revealed that individuals with autism fixate others’ eyes less than typically developing individuals (Klin et al., 2002; Pelphrey et al., 2002). However, other studies failed to replicate this pattern (van der Geest et al., 2002; Dapretto et al., 2006) or reported mixed results (Neumann et al., 2006; Speer et al., 2007). These findings have generated competing hypotheses with some researchers suggesting that less looking towards the eyes relative to the mouth predicts more severe autism symptoms, whereas others have proposed that increased looking towards the mouth is a compensatory mechanism reflected in a reduction in communication symptoms (Senju and Johnson, 2009).

In tracing the developmental origins of these putative face scanning differences in the autism phenotype, we motivate our study on the basis of well-established developmental models that have demonstrated that the infant in the first year is an active and efficient forager of environmental input in general (Robertson et al., 2004), with increased attention to potential social communicative situations in particular (Csibra and Gergely, 2009; Gliga and Csibra, 2009). Specifically, we consider individual differences in the ability to modulate attention in response to a complex and varying environment as reflecting variation in ‘endogenous control’. The latter is defined as variation in infants’ ability to exert control over their own looking behaviour, irrespective of conflicting demands for attention from the environment (Johnson, 1990). Endogenous control is often contrasted with exogenous control, where attention is driven reflexively by external events. It is largely accepted that the two orienting mechanisms rely on overlapping neural architecture, but experimental studies can manipulate the extent to which endogenous mechanisms are engaged relative exogenous ones (Johnson, 1990). For example, the degree to which endogenous mechanisms of attention are engaged in extracting socially relevant from complex stimuli has been previously studied in typical individuals (Langdell, 1978; Deaner and Platt, 2003; Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009). Such manipulation often relies on manipulating the social context, its complexity and/or other task demands. In individuals with autism, such factors have a profound impact on performance.
Reduced fixations on the eyes is most commonly reported with complex and cognitively demanding face stimuli, e.g. by obscuring faces with 'Bubbles' masks (Neumann et al., 2006; Spezio et al., 2007) or by using dynamic stimuli (Klin et al., 2002; Speer et al., 2007; Riby and Hancock, 2009). Several behavioural studies also report that individuals with ASD rely less on the upper part of the face when they process faces (Langdell, 1978; Joseph and Tanaka, 2003). As such, context-sensitive modulation of looking behaviour is likely to reflect endogenous influences on visual selection.

Despite mixed findings, variable visual scanning profiles in autism, which are most likely related to atypical endogenous control, appear to map onto some aspects of the condition. Children with ASD whose socio-emotional behaviours are relatively less impaired than their non-verbal communication look more at the eyes, whereas those with the opposite profile look more at the mouth (Falck-Ytter et al., 2010). Other studies have suggested that these difficulties in face scanning explain a wider range of impairments in processing of other face information and more generally, socially relevant information. For example, the duration of spontaneous fixation on the eyes correlates with the level of activation in fusiform gyrus (Dalton et al., 2005) and specific instruction to fixate the eyes results in the typical level of activation in fusiform gyrus (Hadjikhani et al., 2004; Hadjikhani et al., 2007) in individuals with ASD. Interestingly, similar results were observed in a group of siblings of individuals with autism who do not themselves have a diagnosis (Dalton et al., 2007). It has been suggested that studying individual variability among infants at familial risk for autism may provide a powerful approach by extending the range of variability in outcomes observed in typical development (Elsabbagh and Johnson, 2010).

It is also important to note that these putative differences in endogenous control in autism may also depend on the developmental stage of the individual. For example, Chawarska and Shic (2009) showed that reduced fixation on the eyes in ASD, previously suggested as a characteristic of autism, may not be present at a younger age. In their longitudinal study, 2-year-old children with autism showed similar fixation to the eyes as typically developing children, even though they showed less fixation on the mouth. At 4 years of age, children with autism spent less time looking at the inner parts of the face including eyes, mouth and nose than typically developing children. However, the difference in the amount of fixation to the eyes between groups did not reach significance.

Taken together, previous studies suggest potential developmental differences in endogenous control of attention in autism which is evident in that (i) individuals with autism differ from control groups in context-dependent modulation of fixation patterns, (ii) variation in fixation patterns appears to map onto different symptom profiles seen in the condition and (iii) such differences emerge over time through dynamic developmental pathways. Nevertheless, direct evidence for developmental accounts based on studies with much younger infants, has been lacking given that autism is rarely diagnosed in the first 2 years of life. Yet, the presence of atypical eye contact in early development could potentially hamper a wide range of social learning, as eye contact is known to play a critical role in communicative learning (Csibra and Gergely, 2009; Senju and Johnson, 2009). For example, in typical development, preferential orienting to eye contact is present even in newborns (Farroni et al., 2002). Atypical eye contact processing may also contribute to a range of social and communicative symptoms commonly observed in young children with autism (Loveland and Landry, 1986; Charman et al., 2003). Yet, the apparent lack of differences in looking towards the eye in toddlers with autism seem to be inconsistent with this account (Chawarska and Shic, 2009).

Our previous studies designed to examine infants' exogenously driven orienting to faces suggest that infants later diagnosed with autism do not vary in their reflexive orienting to faces embedded within a simple static array of distractors (Elsabbagh et al., 2013). To date, however, only one prospective study has tested the longitudinal correspondence between early face scanning and later autism-related outcomes using tasks that engage more endogenous relative to exogenous control. Typically developing 6-month-old infants looked equally to the eyes and mouth when interacting with an adult, but the infants increased fixations of the eyes relative to mouth in the 'Still-face' period, during which the adult suddenly froze, became expressionless and stopped interacting with the infants (Merin et al., 2007). In the same study, infants at familial risk of autism did not differ as clearly in their scanning but a small subgroup of infants at risk looked more to the mouth relative to the eyes. A follow-up study with a larger group (including the infants in the previous study) found that more mouth relative to eyes fixations did not relate specifically to a later diagnosis of autism/ASD, but did relate to individual differences in expressive language (EL) as assessed at 24 months (Young et al., 2009).

Taken together, these studies provide key lessons. First, while specific regions of the face, namely the eyes, may attract infants' attention in complex scenes, endogenous control mechanisms enable the infant to flexibly reorient attention to other regions. Second, variability in dynamic scanning observed early in life may reflect, or even lead to, specific developmental outcomes. Third, rather than having a specific imbalance in attention to the eyes as compared with the mouth, individuals with autism may exhibit differences in the balance of exogenous and endogenous factors modulating their attention to socially relevant information embedded within complex dynamic stimuli.

In this study, we attempted to integrate these different considerations in a unified design and within a large group of typically developing infants, and in infants at increased familial risk for developing autism by virtue of having an older sibling with a diagnosis of the condition. The latter group is one where we expect significantly variable profiles in the development of social and communication skills, which at the extreme may manifest in an autism diagnosis (Elsabbagh and Johnson, 2010). In previous studies, we used orienting paradigms to examine exogenous vs endogenous orienting using well-controlled simple scenes, but ones that are impoverished relative to the infants' natural social environment (e.g. Elsabbagh et al., 2009, 2011; Holmboe et al., 2010). In this study, we tested contextual modulation of the relationship between early eye-tracking measures and later developmental outcomes. More specifically, we contrasted the infants' scanning patterns of a familiar and socially rich scene of peek-a-boo that engages more endogenous mechanisms, with simpler scenes in which different features on the face moved independently (eyes-, mouth- or hand-moving) and are therefore less likely to engage endogenous but more likely to engage exogenous attentional mechanisms. As such, we examined infants' performance in peek-a-boo scenes that combine multiple communicative features relative to their performance when each feature was manipulated independently. The inclusion of infants at risk in our study may shed light on any atypical mechanisms associated with atypical developmental outcomes and/or emerging characteristics of autism.

METHODS
Participants
One hundred and four infants from the British Autism Study of Infant Siblings took part in this study (54 at risk, 21 male and 50 low risk, 21 male). Along with several other measures, the infants participated in the eye-tracking task when they were 6- to 10-months old and again when they were 12-15 months. Subsequently, 52 (from 54) of those at risk for ASD were seen for assessment around the second birthday and 53 around their third birthday by an independent team. During
the 36-month visit, a battery of clinical research measures was administered (see Supplementary materials for details). Consensus ICD-10 criteria were used to ascertain diagnosis in a subgroup of infants at risk using all available information from all visits by experienced researchers (TC, KH, SC and GP). Supplementary materials present detailed participant characteristics, such as ascertainment of risk status, background measures at each visit and outcome characterization including clinical classification. The at-risk group were classified as having ASD (Sib-ASD), other developmental concerns (Sib-Other) or typically developing (Sib-Typical).

**Eye-tracking study at 6-10 months and 12-15 months**

During their first and second visits, infants were administered a battery of eye-tracking tasks containing non-identical stimuli across different tasks and with short breaks in between. For this study infants were presented with videos of female faces displaying different communicative signals typically found in the infants’ environment. Four trial types were presented to the infants twice (with each repetition being presented by a different actress). A fixation stimulus accompanied by attractor noises preceded trial presentation where the experimenter ensured that the infant was fixating at the centre of the screen. Each trial began with a 5-s baseline period where the face was still. The baseline was intended to draw the infants’ attention to the screen and familiarize them with the face but was not included in the analysis. The baseline was followed by one of four dynamic sequences lasting ~16 s: (i) the eyes displayed gaze shifts towards or away from the infant while no other face part was moving, (ii) the mouth displayed vocal articulation movements while no other face part was moving, (iii) the hands placed next to the face displayed upward to downward motion while moving the fingers while no other face part was moving and (iv) the eyes, mouth and hands moved displaying a ‘peek-a-boo’ sequence. Pseudorandom presentation continued for a maximum of eight total trials of each sequence per infant.

Looking behaviour was recorded with a 17-inch flat-screen Tobii eye tracker. Gaze direction of each eye was measured separately, and from these measurements, the Tobii system evaluated where on the screen the individual was looking. During the task, the infant was seated on the parent’s lap, at 50–55 cm from the screen, with height and distance of the screen adjusted to obtain good tracking of the eyes. A five-point calibration sequence was run, with recording and presentation of the study stimuli only starting when at least four calibration points were marked as properly attuned to each eye. Gaze data were recorded at 50 Hz. Fixations were defined automatically using temporal (100 ms) and spatial (35 pixels) filters. Clearview software was used for gaze data extraction. Areas of interest (AOIs) were defined around the eye, mouth and hands regions (covering the remaining non-face regions), and these were contrasted with another AOI covering all other areas of the face. Trials were excluded if <1 s of data was accumulated. Infants were excluded from the analysis if they were not administered the task or completed no valid trials. The majority of those included in the analysis completed the maximum number of trials (average trial count = 7.5) and accumulated 8–11 s of valid looking time data in each trial (see Supplementary materials).

**Calculation and preliminary analysis of the eye-mouth index**

To measure differences in looking to the eyes vs the mouth across the four conditions, an eye-mouth index (EMI) was calculated as follows: (looking time towards the eyes – looking time towards the mouth)/total looking time to any area of the screen. While it is well established that infants spend most of their time on internal features of the face, we scaled the measure by total looking time to ensure that any unusual behaviour in scanning of other features is accounted for using the same measure. The measure was derived for each trial and averaged across trials for each infant.

**ANALYSIS AND RESULTS**

Preliminary analysis was first conducted across the entire group to explore the extent to which the EMI measure was modulated by the different conditions across the two age groups. A general linear model included the repeated measures factors age (7 months vs 14 months) and condition (peek-a-boo, eyes, mouth and hands). After correcting for multiple comparisons, there was a significant interaction between age and condition \( [F(2.9, 213.3) = 4.1, P < 0.001] \). When only the eyes were moving, infants spent 44% longer looking to the eyes relative to the mouth at 7 months. This amount increased slightly and non-significantly to 51% by 14 months. When the mouth was moving, infants spent 34% longer looking to the mouth relative to the eyes at 7 months, which rose significantly to 50% by 14 months \( [F(1.78) = 7.9, P < 0.001] \). Across both ages, when a peripheral feature was moving (the hand condition) or when multiple features were moving (peek-a-boo scenes) infants preferentially look at the eyes (7 months: hands = 20%, peek-a-boo = 25%; 14 months: hands = 22%, peek-a-boo = 25%). This result confirms a general tendency to look more towards the eyes relative to the mouth across both age groups but shows that when only the mouth is moving, this general tendency is reversed when infants redirect their attention to the mouth. Estimated means for each group are shown in Figure 1 and suggest strong context modulation of EMI across all groups. The EMI values derived for each condition were used in subsequent analyses testing specific hypotheses.

We tested four inter-related hypotheses. The first was whether the amount of looking towards the eyes vs the mouth in complex dynamic scenes within the first year relates to risk group or to later outcomes. Second, we predicted that variability in looking towards the eyes relative to the mouth at both 7 and 14 months during a familiar and contextually rich peek-a-boo scene would predict 36-month EL in children, regardless of their clinical outcome. Previous studies have not investigated longitudinal change during the second year of life so we also examined, using the same paradigm, face scanning at 14 months of age. To assess the specificity of this prediction to EL, we included receptive language (RL) and controlled for non-verbal ability at 36 months, using a t-score derived from the Mullen Scales [Non-Verbal T-Score (NVT); see Supplementary material for details] at 36 months in each model. Third, a novel aspect of our study was to explore the origins of individual differences in infant scanning of faces. We compared, within individual, EMI in peek-a-boo, relative to simpler scenes where different face features are manipulated independently: moving eyes, moving mouth and moving hands. We expected that scanning of peek-a-boo would be a better predictor of language outcomes because it engages more endogenous control mechanisms than scanning simpler scenes. Fourth, we explored dimensional associations between face scanning in infancy and the degree of emerging autism symptoms as measured by the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) at 36 months of age.

**Hypothesis 1. Eye vs mouth scanning in peek-a-boo predicts risk status or clinical diagnosis**

A saturated path analysis model using a WLSMV estimator was used to examine the relationship between EMI and risk group membership, controlling for NVT at 36 months. Standardized model results showed NVT at 36 months to be a significant predictor of group [odds ratio (OR) = 0.79, 95% CI = 0.64–0.97, \( P = 0.02 \)] but there was no significant relationship between group and EMI at 7 months [OR = 0.91, 95% CI = 0.51–1.63, \( P = 0.76 \)] or 14 months (OR = 0.85,
Fig. 1 Eye to mouth ratio (EMI) was derived as the relative looking time towards the eye vs the mouth scaled to the total amount of looking. EMI scores averaged over trials for each infant are shown. A score of +1.0 indicates 100% of eye–mouth time spent on the eyes, and a score of −1.0 indicates looking only to the mouth. Group differences in EMI were not significant.

95% CI = 0.45−1.46, \( P = 0.57 \). EMI at 7 months did not predict EMI at 14 months (\( \beta = 0.144, \text{s.e.} = 0.097, \ P = 0.15 \)).

The relationship between EMI and 36-month outcomes was tested using a multinomial logistic regression model. Listwise deletion was used (because one high-risk child had no EMI score at 7 months or outcome data at 36 months) with a robust maximum likelihood estimator. The model showed no significant relationship between peek-a-boo EMI at 7 and 14 months and outcome group for any of the outcome contrasts (control vs Sib-ASD, Sib-TD and Sib-Other; all \( P > 0.16 \)). Similar to previous studies, the null result held in the current dataset where we found no significant relationship between EMI and risk group or outcomes.

**Hypothesis 2. Eye vs mouth scanning in peek-a-boo predicts EL**

Hypothesis 2 attempts to replicate the previously reported findings by Young *et al.* (2009) that peek-a-boo EMI at 6 months predicted later expressive but not RL in at-risk and control groups. To test this hypothesis, an autoregressive cross-lagged path analysis model, with EMI at 7 and 14 months predicting 36-month RL and EL, controlling for outcome and 36-month NVT, was run using maximum likelihood estimation. The model was saturated, and standardized output showed peek-a-boo EMI at 7 months to be significantly associated with subsequent EL (\( \beta = −2.47, \text{s.e.} = 0.08, \ P = 0.01 \)), but not RL (\( \beta = −1.09, \text{s.e.} = 0.09, \ P = 0.27 \)). Negative peek-a-boo EMI (more looking towards the mouth relative to the eyes) at 7 months predicted superior EL at 36 months. In contrast, EMI at 14 months did not predict either EL (\( \beta = −0.28, \text{s.e.} = 0.08, \ P = 0.78 \)) or RL (\( \beta = −0.66, \text{s.e.} = 0.09, \ P = 0.51 \)).

**Hypothesis 3. The relationship between EMI and language outcome is context-dependent**

Peek-a-boo scenes are highly complex, encompassing several co-occurring signals on both the face and the hands and are therefore expected to require endogenous-orienting mechanisms. These scenes are also special in the infants’ repertoire and are likely to reflect effects of social learning. As such, simpler manipulations of single face features, which are likely to rely less on endogenous control, could reveal the nature of the associations observed between variability in peek-a-boo EMI in infancy and later EL outcomes.

We tested the hypothesis that the relationship between EMI and later language outcome is context-dependent: complex communicative scenes requiring more endogenous control (i.e. peek-a-boo) differentially predict language outcomes relative to simple feature conditions (i.e. mouth, hand and eyes). A saturated path analysis model with a maximum likelihood estimator was used to examine the relationship between 7-month EMI in the peek-a-boo, mouth, eyes and hand conditions and 36-month EL and RL, controlling for NVT score and outcome. The relationship between 7-month peek-a-boo EMI and 36-month EL demonstrated in the previous model remained significant even after controlling for EMI in the single feature conditions (\( \beta = −2.16, \text{s.e.} = 0.10, \ P = 0.03 \)). More negative EMI (more looking to the mouth) in this complex condition was a better predictor of 36-month EL, but again no relationship with RL was found. Notwithstanding this pattern, the opposite association was observed for EMI in the mouth condition (\( \beta = 2.44, \text{s.e.} = 0.09, \ P = 0.02 \)): more scanning of the mouth when it alone was moving predicted worse subsequent EL. Here too, there was no significant association between mouth EMI and RL. EMI in the hand and eye conditions did not predict EL or RL. Clinical outcome group and NVT score did not significantly correlate with peek-a-boo EMI or with EMI in the single feature conditions.

**Hypothesis 4. Context-dependent face scanning is associated with emerging autism symptoms**

Finally, we tested whether face scanning was associated with the degree of social and communication skills as measured by the ADOS-G at 36 months. We excluded the control group from this analysis because the ADOS is a measure of clinical symptoms and may not be sensitive in the control group. Partial correlations between continuous 36-month ADOS-G total social communication score and EMI scores (in the four conditions; peek-a-boo, mouth, hand and eyes) were run, controlling for 36-month NVT. Notably, despite its association with 36-month EL, 7 months peek-a-boo EMI was not...
significantly associated with ADOS scores ($r = 0.09$, $P = 0.63$). In contrast, excessive scanning of the moving mouth in the mouth condition (which was associated with poor EL outcomes in the overall group) was also associated with a more severe emerging social and communication impairment measured by the ADOS ($r = -0.39$, $P = 0.03$) in the at-risk group. There was no association between scanning in the eyes or hands condition and ADOS scores.

**DISCUSSION**

It is widely accepted that the acquisition of communication skills in general, and language in particular, relies on the infants’ ability to orient to relevant cues, ignore irrelevant ones and understand their referential nature. Typically developing infants successfully employ communicative signals to learn words from about 16 months of age (Baldwin, 1991, 1993). Infant’s ability to follow gaze and engage in joint attention predicts later vocabulary size (Carpenter et al., 1998; Morales et al., 1998; Mundy et al., 2000). Recent advances in theoretical modelling of brain and behavioural development coupled with advances in eye-tracking methodology have presented opportunities for understanding how infants selectively attend to various features of their complex environment to develop impressive social and communication skills. Our longitudinal study of infants from families with and without a family history of autism has offered new insights into how scanning of social scenes early on in infancy is associated with subsequent outcomes both in at-risk and low-risk infants.

Our group-level findings replicated and extended previous studies (Young et al., 2009), suggesting that infants who go on to develop autism do not differ in their scanning of complex and dynamic social scenes such as peek-a-boo, nor in simpler scenes with single facial feature movements, such as the eyes, mouth or hand. Irrespective of their risk group or clinical outcome, infants exhibited clear modulation of their looking behaviour, i.e. looking to the eyes vs the mouth according to context, despite generally looking more towards the eyes in all contexts except when the mouth only is moving.

We further explored the origins of this relationship using context-dependent modulation of communicative signals in the same group of infants. The findings suggest that peek-a-boo EMI is strongly related to infants’ scanning in single feature conditions, i.e. when only the eyes, mouth or hands are moving. We confirmed that the relationship between EMI and communication outcomes is context-dependent. Even after controlling for infants’ EMI scores in simpler scenes, more looking to the mouth in peek-a-boo at 7 months still significantly predicted better EL. We took this pattern as supporting our hypothesis that the relationship between peek-a-boo EMI and EL is likely to be driven by the enhanced endogenous control required in more complex scenes. This pattern is similar to previous suggestions of the importance of cue integration, such as audio-visual cues measured using the McGurk effect (Kushnerenko et al., 2008). While previous findings have specifically focused on the role of eye cues, such as gaze direction as predictors to language (Meltzoff and Brooks, 2008), our study highlights that endogenous orienting in complex scenes may be a more general predictor, at least as far as EL is concerned. The infants’ greater endogenous control may enhance their ability to select relevant features and their ability to predict changes in the environment.

In contrast, those infants who were overly driven by exogenous factors such as mouth motion in single feature scenes exhibit poor EL, and within the at-risk group more pronounced symptoms of autism in toddlerhood. The latter findings are consistent with our previous studies using a non-social task with an independent group of infants at risk (Holmboe et al., 2010). We observed subtle differences in the same independent at-risk group at 10 months of age, of which, preference for a repetitive central stimulus was predictive of greater social and communication impairment at 36 months (Elsabbagh et al., 2011).

While causal links between looking behaviour in infancy and later childhood outcomes are tenuous, our study helps to reconcile paradoxical findings previously reported in literature on eye tracking and autism reviewed in the introduction. Our findings suggest that context sensitivity of scanning behaviour is influenced by individual variation in endogenous and exogenous orienting. On the one hand, more looking to the mouth in complex scenes that have multiple moving features and require a high degree of endogenous control was associated with superior language development across typical and atypical development. On the other hand, more looking to the mouth in simple scenes where the mouth is moving reflects stronger exogenous influence on scanning related to later development of poor EL across groups, and more specifically with severe social and communication impairment in childhood within the at-risk group as measured by the ADOS. It is important to note, however, that the relationship between exogenous orienting and outcomes did not hold equally across conditions or age groups. Unlike the mouth condition, we observed no such relationships in the hand and eyes conditions. Furthermore, 14-month EMI scores were unrelated to outcomes. This pattern of results reinforces the notion that attentional influence on developmental outcomes are most likely modulated by a combination of default biases and subsequent learning that modifies these biases over development. It is likely that within the early developmental period when language skills are emerging, mouth cues play a more important role relative to eye and hand cues (Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift, 2012).

Our study, consistent with previous findings, suggests that scanning of complex social scenes does not begin as strikingly different in those infants later affected by autism (Young et al., 2009). However, it is still possible that scanning of complex social scenes becomes increasingly different as a function of atypical interactions with the social environment over development. Supporting this pattern are recent findings suggesting atypical brain response to dynamic eye gaze in infancy, prior to the onset of autism symptoms (Elsabbagh et al., 2012). Importantly, our current study highlighted the limitations of group analyses, which may often conceal important patterns of individual differences. In our study, the group of at-risk infants who developed ASD were highly variable in their EMI, a finding that could have been used to discount the relevance of these data to the development of infants at risk for autism. However, it is because the infants in both groups showed a wide range of variability in their looking behaviour as infants, as well as in their language outcomes, that we were able to capture clear associations between the two.

We replicated the observation that more looking towards the mouth relative to the eyes in dynamic communicative scenes predicts superior later EL. (Young et al., 2009). However, this is not a pattern specifically related to autism, nor reflecting compensatory strategies: The association between peek-a-boo EMI and later EL held across low-risk and at-risk groups and was not associated with the degree of social and communication impairment within the at-risk group.

Longer-term follow-up of our cohort may reveal further differentiation of the relationship between looking behaviour and the developmental trajectory of autism symptoms into later childhood. Our study raises additional questions that need to be addressed in future research. First, the association between endogenous control and language development was restricted to EL but was absent in RL. This finding converges with previous findings using a different testing environment where the infant was interacting with his/her caregiver (Young et al., 2009). The reasons for this dissociation between EL and RL are unclear but may reflect finer variation in individual differences in expressive relative to RL, a hypothesis that needs to be verified in future studies. As such, different eye-tracking contexts or different at-risk populations
may be needed to clarify this issue further. Second, it is not clear whether the observed association between the infant's eye-tracking behavior and later language are specific to tracking in social scenes or if more general attentional abilities are also relevant. Finally, we only used total looking time but other measures of tracking, such as dwell time that require a finer resolution of data extraction procedures, may offer further insights into the different cortical processes underlying eye-tracking data.
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